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 Abstract: 

Kaizen means a constant effort not only to maintain but also to upgrade standards. KAIZEN pronounces perpetual development in  

all walks of our life. This is an inborn instinct present in every human being. Japan ese are very diligent by nature though they 

sometimes are not even cognizant of kaizen concept. The rate of kaizen development is very slow but it gradually brings about  a 

great development during the course of time, which is very much helpful for the comp anies to sustain.  This paper deals with the 

implementation of kaizen tools in the silk reeling unit, Dharamavaram, Anantapuram, Andhrapradesh.  out of the available various 

lean manufacturing techniques, kaizen offers good Continuous improvement is an essential requirement for sustaining and gaining 

a competit ive advantage for the organizations. One such technique that aims at improving the effectiveness, productivity and safety 

while reducing waste, is ‘Kaizen’. The concept of kaizen was born in  Japan following world war-II. The word Kaizen means 

"continuous improvement". It comes  from the Japanese words "kai” which means "change" or "to correct" and "zen" which  means 

"good". 
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Introduction 

Kaizen indicates a method  of nonstop 

development of the standard way of work (Chen, 2000).  

Kai stands for change and Zen stands for better. Kaizen 

means “Cont inu o us Improvement” (CI). It  is  the core 

policies for fineness in production, and is measured 

important in today‘s modest environment. Kaizen has a 

tricky in the current hostile management system and an 

undecided labor shortage. Japan pursued to resolve this 

difficu lt in assistance with the workforce. The base had 

been put in the labor contracts backed by the govt. and was 

took by many chief trades, which presented lifetime service 

and rules for delivery of welfares for the growth of firms. 

This method was presented and applied by Imai in1986 to 

improve competence, output and competitiveness in Toyota. 

Kaizen fo rms a network which  covers total   p roductive   

care, six sigma, automat ion, just-in-t ime, proposal system 

and output improvement, etc.   
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 Review of Literature Related To Kaizen Concept 

 

Imai (1986), exp lained that Kaizen is incessant development 

process connecting everybody, bosses and workers similar. 

Approximately defined. It is a strategy for concepts, systems 

and tools. The origin of PDCA cycle can be drew back to 

the renowned figures. Shewhart presented the idea of PDCA. 

The TQM guru Deming altered the Shewhart cycle as: 

Strategy, Do, Education and Act. The Deming cycle is an 

incessant excellence development model containing of a 

rational order of these 4 boring ladders for CI and 

educat ion .  The PDCA  cycle (Deming Cycle), the Deming 

helm of CI twisting. In Plan phase‘, the objective is to plan for 

change predicts the results. In do stage‘, the strategy is 

executed by captivating minor ladders in skilful 

circumstances.  I che c k phase ‘the results are calculated. 

Lastly in a ct phase’, the body receipts act to recover the 

procedure. The key role and consultant of each manager as a 

front-runner of the group and labelled by captivating an 

instance of Nissan Motor Plant in the UK. Importance is 

placed on cooperation, suppleness and quality. Teamwork 

and pledge do not come from involving the administrations 

of employees, but from d irect contact a message between 

the ind iv idual and his boss. The perfection of Kaizen is 

because it denote the daily leftovers stirring in the factory 

and the method in which these fights are overcome. Kaizen 

produces process-oriented thinking since events must be 

better before healthier results are got. Development may  be 

incessant and innovation. Kaizen indicates minor 

developments made in the rank quo as a result of continuing 

efforts. Innovation involves a step developments  in the status 

quo. The prob lem in implementation of CI philosophy, 

tools and technique. CI needs ded icat ion o f workers . 

Since firms are dynamic objects and s ince they  exist in in 

an eve r- ch a ngi ng s ituation, most of them are in a continuous 

condition of variability. This highly modest and constantly 

hanging setting offers important managerial chances as well 

as challenges. The belvederes of various old-style quality 

management experts on the idea of ‘zero defects’ and do it  

better. Zer o defects ‘indicates CI over quality by discovery of 

flaws. DIBET method is linked with stable simultaneous and 

dedicated efforts to decrease process deviation. Kaizen 

means small developments as a consequence of continuing 

exertions. Novelty involves a radical development as a result 

of large asset of resources in new skill or tackle  

 

Aim 

To introduce KAIZEN concept in order to make the silk 

reeling industries utilize the benefits of  

 Reduce the human effo rts 

 Increase the productivity 

 Reduce the strain of operator 

 Reduction the manufacturing cost 

 Improve the quality 

 

Observations and problem identification 

 After analyzing and critically examining the 

existing silk reeling working process the following 

observations were made. 

1. Later transferring of cocoons from market , reelers must 

smother (cocoon drying) the cocoons (steam/hot air) to 

destroy the pupae. If not they come out and makes the 

shells useless. If dealers prefer steam stifling, cocoons 

must be whirled within 2-3 days. If not cocoons 

become weak to fungal contagions and make them 

useless. The hot air dried cocoons can be preserved for 

a prolonged period. 

2. While cocoon cooking, hot water in 2-3 pans at various 

temperatures, 70°C and 98°C is m a n d a t o r y  for 

cooking the cocoons. For this firewood boilers are used. 

 

 
Cocoon cooking 

 

3. While reeling, hot water at 35°C to 45°C must be 

upheld in reeling. For this steam should be produced 

for 8h in firewood boilers. In this more expenditure 

on firewood is needed. 
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 Multi -end reeling machine 

 

Importance of silk production process 

The silk Industry, one of the productive cottage sectors in 

India is developing rapid ly and lucratively  over the past 

years.  

Clothing is the second important need and the factors like 

comfort, material, cost, quality, design, and fashion appeal 

play a significant role during  cloth selection. Among the 

natural fibers - silk, cotton and wool, silk is known as the 

queen of fibers. 

Irrespective  of  age,  sex,  income  status  and  the  

geographical  location,  everybody seems  to adore  silk 

fabrics  and silk-related  products,  including  sarees,  bridal  

wear,  hand bags, rugs, sox etc. 

In  addition,  silk  products  come  in  different  price  ranges  

and  are  considered  as exclusive and luxurious as gems 

and jewels. Therefore, silk products enjoy the support from 

the upper economic strata as well as from the midd le class 

Indian society. Further, being a natural fiber, silk is 

acceptable in both domestic and export markets 

Despite India being the second largest producer of silk in the 

world behind China, the annual silk consumption exceeds 

the production in India. For example, while the production 

is about 18,000 MT, the consumption is 26,000 MT. 

India has a share of approximately  

13.4% in the global raw silk production and hence the 

western countries  believe that the Indian silk industry is a 

viable alternative to that of Chinese silk. Accordingly, the 

foreign exchange earnings from silk exports have been over 

Rs.3000 croerers. 

 

LITERATURE R EVIEW  

This paper discusses about the Lean Manufacturing which  

implemented in various industries especially  in  

manufacturing  sector.  Be sides, it discusses about  the  

lean  tools and techniques which used in industries in terms  

of the benefits and implementation steps.  

 

Chen et al [56] have shown that Kaizen-oriented 

organizations attempt to reduce cycle time (the period 

between the design of a product and the time of delivery of 

the product to the customer) and try to get it closer to the 

Takt tme. Employees should adhere to standards which show 

them how to perform their jobs in the best way possible in 

order to avoid delays in delivery caused by rework, 

breakdown and loss due to improper maintenance. 

Ortiz [57] has categorically stated that Kaizen is a team 

method to rapidly tear down and reconstruct a process layout 

in order to function more efficiently. Th is method is adopted 

to make test and mistake involvements in removing waste 

simplifying processes. Further, this aspect is recurrent over 

and again to unceasingly appearance for problems and 

solutions. 

Shingo [58] has come out the statement that labors and 

apparatuses have the intellect to recognize errors and take 

rapid counter measures for correction. Consequently, Kaizen 

implementation creates value addition, reduce the cost, 

improve operational efficiency, eliminate defects, and 

improve customer service lead ing to the reduction in the cost 

of capital and enhancement of sales. 

It is generally accepted that implementation of Kaizen in a 

manufacturing organization optimizes the production lines so 

that fewer mistakes are made. It aims the reduction of wastes 

due to improper processing, motion etc; it improves 

productivity through the effective utilizat ion of human 

resources, materials, and machines. Since Kaizen advocates 

Total productive maintenance (TPM), aims at maximizing 

equipment, it follows that the machine downtime is reduced 

to the min imum. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF KAIZEN CONCEPT IN 

MULTI END S ILK REELING INDUS TRIES  

 

SOLAR WATER HEATING S YS TEM (SWHS)  

 SWHS is made of solar collectors, a pump, a heat 

exchanger, a storage tank and a back-up storage tank.   

 Solar Collectors  

Each connection is dissimilar and every collector brand is 

made somewhat different, hence, the annual energy 

productivity may vary from one to other.  The output  also  

be contingent  on  the  aperture  area  of  the gatherer, which 

is the opening that collects the sun’s  radiation, but not on 

the uncultured surface area of the solar gatherer.  

The “Absorber Surface Coating” that is choked at huge 

temperature, with the metal sheet which is present inside the 

solar collector. All well-organized panels are made up of 

non-corrosive aluminum body. 

 The heat engrossed by the solar collector is 

endangered by a hardened solar glass that covers the entire 

solar panel. This see-through glass cover prevents breeze and 

gusts from loud the collected heat vague. Composed with the 

frame, the g lass defends the absorber from adverse weather 

conditions. Frame constituents include aluminum and 

galvanized steel. 

Flat-p late and vacuum tube collectors heating systems work 
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on cloudy days. 

 Vacuum Tubes are more appropriate for water 

heating systems, where high temperatures are obligatory even 

in cold climates.  

The systems from well knowledgeable and supposed 

businesses can provide hot water for 25 years and are fully  

mechanical with no user interference. These gatherers are 

also free from scales and frost hurt. 

 

Advantages of S olar Water Heating S ystem 

 Economical 

 Run on conventional fuels  

 Hot water generates in a most hygienic conditions 

 Very low operation and maintenance cost 

 Long durability 

 Un-fluctuated raw material source(sun light) 

 

 AVERAGE S OLAR RADIATION  

 The average solar radiation in Andhra Pradesh is 4.5 

- 6 kWh/m²/day 

 There is massive possible solar rad iation available 

(around 30 million m² of collector area in India).  

 ENERGY CALCULATIONS  

 Thermal energy is more capable  

E.g., the max output from a domestic solar hot water system 

~700 W/m² aperture areas  

 The average ambient temp in A. P. is ~35°C.  

 At maximum output of 3 kW, FPC based SWHS 

would take more 5 h to heat 250 liters of water from 35°C to 

65°C. 

Solar Water Heating System (SWHS) for silk industry  

These are Flat-Plate Collector based SWHS (FPC-SWHS) 

and Evacuated Tube Collector based SWHS (ETC-SWHS). 

 Flat-Plate Collector based SWHS  

        
                          Flat-plate collectors 

 

The FPC-SWHS generate hot water w i t h  60°C-70°C. It  

consists of a flat-plate collector with an absorber, transparent 

cover, frame and insulation. Usually, a  solar safety glass 

is used as a see-through cover, as it conveys a great 

amount of short-wave light range. The dark surfaces of the 

insulators have high light absorption capacity. 

 Cost of FP-SWHS 

      Assumptions:  

 Sunlight days as 300 per year  

 Boiler drinks  2000 liters of  water/day 

 Ambient temp of co ld water 300C – 350C 

 FPC-SWHS of 2000 litters, with 16 panels with 

9 copper fins in each collector, to produce 65°C, costs around 

Rs.3 to 4 lakhs. 

 

Table: 6.1 Returns-on-investment (Source: M/s Tata BP So lar India Limited, Bangalore) 

Customer:                Silk Reeling industries 

FP-SWHS Capacity 2000 Liters / day 

FP-SWHS output temperature 65 Degree Celsius 

Energy Calcu lations   

Avg. Ambient temperature 30 Degree Celsius 

Heat gained by SWHS (2000 liters *(65-30)) 70000 K.cals/day 

Heat gained/year 21000000 K.cals/300 days 

Energy Sav ings   

Calorific Value of firewood 2800 K.cals/kg 

Combustion Efficiency of fuel 55% (45%  emission of CO2, N2 and  

other gases) 

Conversion efficiency 90% (10% for evaporation) 

Equivalent  fuel  energy  saved through SWHS kg  15,152.00 21000000/(2800*0.55*0.9) 

Cost saved / year through fuel Rs. 30303.00 15,152.00 * Rs.2.00 

Cost saved in fuel Inflat ion / year say @ 10% Rs. 3030.00  
Cost saved in maintenance fuel cost inflation/ year say @ 10% Rs. 0.00  

Total savings / year Rs. 33,333.00  
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 Payback calculations with FP-SWHS (Source: M/s TataBP Solar India Limited, Bangalore) 

Estimated pro ject cost (for 2000 liters FP-SWHS) -  Rs.3,75,000.00 (@ Rs.187.5/- per liter ) 

Initial      Investment 

 

(Rs.) 

Savings 

 

(

R

s

.

) 

Balance        at year end (Rs.) Yr. No. 

3,75,000.00 33,333.00 3,41,667.00 1 

3,41,667.00 36,666.00 3,05,000.00 2 
3,05,000.00 40,332.00 2,64,667.00 3 

2,64,667.00 44,365.00 2,20,302.00 4 

2,20,302.00 48,801.00 1,71,496.00 5 

1,71,496.00 53,681.00 1,17,815.00 6 

1,17,815.00 59,049.00 58,766.00 7 

58,766.00 64,957.00 -(6,191.00) 8 

 

The first common term is simple payback, which expresses the 

number of years the investor has to wait before investment is 

paid back out of fuel savings. Here, the payback period of 

FPC system is 7 years to 8 years. 

 

 

Cocoon Cooking by conventional method  

The factors like raw silk yield, quality, silk / cocoon wastage 

etc depend on the degree of cooking. Cocoon cooking is 

achieved either by steam media or hot water media. Whatever 

be the method is the temperature required for softening the 

sericin (natural gum in the cocoons) is 90°C to 98°C. 

 

 
Cocoon cooking at an MRM unit, Dharmavaram 

 

But, if the temperature is higher than 100°C, the 

sericin on the outside of the layer o f the shell gets dissolved 

and causes silk waste. Similarly, the undercooked cocoons 

result poor reliability.  Hence, both under-cooking and over-

cooking must be avoided. Approximately, 330 liters to 350 

liters of hot water per day is required for a 10-basin MRM to 

cook 100 kg of cocoons. 

Therefore, reelers are dependent on the boilers to 

generate the steam for obtaining required temperatures in the 

cooking pans. 

Reeling by conventional method  

Continuous silk-filament drawn from the cocoon can 

be converted into commercially valuable silk yarn. But, a  

single filament drawn from the cocoon is too thin to be used as 

text ile material and is too fine to be reeled individually. 

Hence, to get required strength and thickness (called Denier) 

to the silk yarn, filaments from a known number o f cocoons 

(ranging from 7 to 10 cocoons) are grouped and then reeled. 

After the cooking process, cocoons will be shifted to 

the reeling basins. Each basin holds 40 liters of hot water 

with temperatures between 35°C and 45°C. Silk yarn will be 

drawn from a group of cocoons and will be wound on the 

‘reels’. This process is called reeling, which takes place at 

“Silk Reeling Units (SRUs)”. 

 
      Reeling basins 

 
Reeling under progress (35°C-45°C) with cocoons, (M/S 

B.RAMESH MRM Unit, Dharmavaram, A.P.) 
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For a 10-basin MRM, approximately  800 liters of 

hot water with 35°C to 45°C temperature is required at the 

rate of 80 liters / basin /day. Hence, all 10 basins are 

initially filled with cold water and then the  steam  from  the  

boiler  will  be  released  until  the  basin  water reaches  the  

desired  temperature.  Further, the boiler consumes another 

500 liters of cold water, to generate the hot water.  

Firewood consumption and Expenditure  

For cooking and reeling, boiler must be used to 

generate the steam. Generally, 100 kg  capacity boilers are  

used for an MRM to generate the steam from about 500 

liters of water per day. It is inevitable to use around 250 kg 

of firewood per day. 

               

Table: 6.3 Firewood consumption & expenditure in MRM units 

S.

No 

Parameters  Ramesh 

MRM 

Malikarjuna 

MRM 1 No. of Reeling Basins 30 20 

2 No. of working hours / day 8 8 

3 Boiler capacity  in  kg 300 100 

4 Avg. water consumption / day by the boiler in liters  1000 500 

5 Type of fuel used Thorn logs Tamarind logs 

6 Cost of fuel / kg, including transportation in Rs. 3.00 4.00 

7 Avg. Firewood Consumption /Hour  in kg  125 31.25 

8 Avg. Firewood Consumption /day  in kg  1000 250 

9 Expenditure on fuel / day in Rs. 3,000.00 1,000.00 

10 Expenditure on fuel / Month of 25 days  in Rs. 75,000.00 25,000.00 

11 Expenditure on fuel / annum  in Rs. 9,00,000.00 3,00,000.00 

 

 Above illustrates the daily firewood consumption in 

MRM units and the expenditure incurred. To obtain an 

estimate on firewood consumption and expenditure, data was 

collected during the year 2012 from Mult i-End Silk Reeling 

Units of M/s Malikarjuna and M/s Ramesh of Dharmavaram, 

Anantapur District, Andhra Pradesh.

 

 
 

                       Firewood boiler - M/s Ramesh MRM, Dharmavaram (100 kg capacity) 

 

Depicted below illustrates the firewood consumption and the 

expenditure incurred by the boilers that are used for the MRM 

units in Dharmavaram. For illustration, 45 boilers of 100 kg  

capacity each, with average firewood consumption of 250 kg  

per day for each boiler is considered. The silk reeling sector is 

consuming significant amount of fire wood to generate steam 

and is becoming responsible for deforestation and pollution. 

 
 Firewood consumption and the expenditure incurred by MRM Units in Andhra Pradesh 

For 45 boilers in A.P., (assuming 250 kg firewood 

consumption per boiler / day) 

 

Per day 

 

30 days 

 

350 days 

Avg. Firewood consumption for 45 boilers in tons 11.25 337.50 3937.50 

 Expenditure in (Rs.3000/- per ton) 

 

 

(@ Rs.3000/- per ton) 

33,700.00 10,12,500.00 11,81,2500.00 
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In other words, this process is unprofitable for the 

silk entrepreneurs, and considerably contributing to elevated 

pollution levels through increased emission of Carbon 

dioxide (CO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO), Methane (CH4) – a 

strong greenhouse gas and Nitrous Oxide (N2O). 

  All over the world one and half million people are 

suffering from lung-related problems, caused by smoke 

released from burning firewood  and  the  women  using  

firewood  are  at  7  times  greater risk [75]. 

 

Es timation of Co2  
  The chemical equat ion for the conversion of carbon 

(C) to carbon dioxide (CO₂) is C + O₂ -> CO₂.  Since C 

has a molar mass of 12 g and CO₂ has molar mass of 44 

grams per mole, and if we assume 40% of the wood mass is 

carbon and all of it gets converted to CO2, Then-  

 

 (Mass of molecu le of CO₂) 
                  

(Mass of carbon) 
            

___________________________ 

             (Mass of molecu le of C) 

 

= 0.4 kg X (44/12) ≈ 1.5 kg of CO2 will be released  

 

I.e. if 1 kg of firewood is burnt, there is approximately 1.5 kg  

of carbon dioxide released. Hence, by burning 1 ton of 

firewood ~1.5 tons of CO₂ will be released. Similarly, if 

50% of the wood mass is carbon, then from equation 6.1, 

1.83 tons of CO₂ will be released from 1 ton of 

firewood. The percentage of carbon varies by species [76]. 

Hence, the release of CO₂ depends upon the type of firewood 

viz. tamarind, neem, thorn etc. and its condition like dried, 

partially dried or wet. There is an estimation that if we convert 

10% of Indian villages as smoke free by utilizing non-

conventional energy sources, India can save 43200 million kg  

of firewood and 62400 million kg of CO₂ i.e. by saving 1 kg  

of firewood, release of 1.44 kg of   CO₂  can be prevented. 

 

 Similarly, in other estimat ion, if 3% Indians were to 

use solar cookers,  3.2  million  tons  of  firewood  would  be  

saved  every  year through   which   emission   of   6.7   

million   tons   of   CO₂    can   be prevented. We can also 

calculate from this estimation that from 1 kg of firewood, 

2.09 kg of CO₂ will be emitted. 

 

Consequently, from the above discussions it may be 

considered that ~1.44 kg to ~2.09 kg of CO₂ will be 

emitted by burning 1 kg of firewood. Therefore, from table 

6.4, it can be estimated that ~5670 to ~8230 tons of CO₂ will 

be released from 45 boilers of reeling sector alone, which 

consume 3938 tons of firewood per annum. Similar to other 

Indian Industries, the Silk Industry might be a significant 

contributor to pollution. 

 

 

Selection of SWHS for an MRM Unit 

The concepts and results presented here are the 

outcome of exp loratory work and studies carried out within  

recent times. After understanding the consumption and 

expenditure on firewood, and the required quantity and 

output temperature of hot water, it is possible to estimate the 

type and the capacity of the Solar Water Heating System 

(SWHS) to be adopted. In addition, the capital cost for 

establishing an entire solar water heating system and the 

savings in fuel can be approximated. It is clear that 350 

liters of hot water for cooking and 800 liters of hot water for 

reeling per day are essential. 

 

Hence, a 10-basin MRM unit needs about 

1150 liters of hot water with different temperatures. 

Further, a 100 kg capacity boiler needs  around 500 liters of 

cold water per day. So, a 10-basin MRM needs ~2000 

liters capacity Flat-Plate Solar Water Heat ing System 

(FP-SWHS) with an output temperature of 60°C to 65°C, to 

meet the needs of cooking and reeling, and the boiler. 

 

Generally, each panel of FP-SW HS can generate 

125 liters of hot water per day with 60°C to 65°C 

temperature. Therefore, FP-SWHS with 16 panels is needed 

for a 10-basin MRM unit . 

 

For the comparison to be fair, a time frame of 7 

years to 8 years should be set as a payback period. This 

way, the annual costs of the conventional system and the 

non-conventional system can be properly compared. The 

capital cost is the deciding factor when choosing a 

solar system as a viable alternative.  

 

 These calculations are made on the assumptions 

that the total hot water generated through SWHS is sent 

to the boiler to generate the steam. But, in actual practice, 

we can send the SWHS hot water directly for cooking and 

reeling. So, the steam that generated through boiler can be 

used to just maintain the temperatures in cooking pans. 

Similarly, by adding cold water to the SWHS output hot 

water, the reeling basins temperature can be maintained at 

35°C to 45°C. Hence, the consumption of steam and 

firewood would be significantly reduced.  

 

 For instance, a FP-SWHS adopted for a reeling 

unit produces 65°C hot water. Each reeling basin requires 40 

liters of hot water ranging 35°C to 45°C. Hence, if 20 liters 

to 25 liters of hot water from SWHS (with 65°C temperature) 

is added with 20 liters to 15 liters of cold water between 

25°C and 30°C temperature, then water in the reeling basins 

can be maintained at the required temperature.  

As the temperature of the hot water reduces when 

the cocoons are dropped in the reeling basins, it is necessary 

to take some steps to maintain 35°C to 45°C of temperature.  
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 Data pertaining to the economics of FP-SWHS adopted at Dhramavaram, Anantapur district, Andhra Pradesh state  

Studies on FP-SWHS at  Dhr mavaram, Anantapuram District, Andhra Pradesh State.     

                    Date:  15
th

 June 2013 

 

 

 

Parameter Name & Address of the  

Unit  

 

 

Name & Address   of the unit Name & Address of 

the unit 

 M/s MalikarjunaMRM M/s Sri   Ranga swamy Filature unit  M/s  Narasmimha, 

MRM,  

Capacity of the boiler in kg  100 No Boiler 200 

Type of firewood 

 

 

 

Thorne, Honge Tamarind, Husk 

 

Honge, Jali 

Data without SWHS     

Firewood consumption/day in kg. 250 100 350 

Cost of firewood / ton, in Rs. 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 

Expenditure  on  fire- wood in Rs.    

a)    per day 

b)    fo r 30 days  

c)    for 350 days 

1,250.00 

37,500.00 

4,37,500.00 

 

500.00 

15,000.00 

1,75,00.00 

1,750.00 

52,500.00 

6,12,500.00 

Data with FP-SWHS    

Year of establishment April' 11 Jan.' 12 April' 11 

Cost of SWHS 1,12,000.00 (10 panels) 57,000.00 ( 4 panels) 1,12,000.00 (10 

panels) 

Plumbing charges 20,000.00 10,000.00 20,000.00 

Subsidy through Dept. of Sericu lture, 

Karnataka on SWHS 

30% i.e. Rs.33,600.00 30% i.e. Rs.17,100.00 30% i.e. 

Rs.33,600.00 

Entrepreneur's contribution 78,400.00 39,900.00 78,400.00 

Hot  water  generation /day in liters 1000 500 1000 

Outp ut temperature, °C (on17/11/07) 60 60 60 

Consumption of fuel /day  in kg  83 33 117 

% reduction on firewood expenditure, 

by adopting SWHS 
33 (1/3rd ) 33 (1/3rd ) 33 (1/3rd ) 

 

  

Suggests that the annual savings with ETC-SW HS 

with 75°C output temperature is Rs.42,857.00 against 

Rs.28,571.00 with FPC-SWHS with 60°C output 

temperature. Hence, there is Rs.14,280.00 gain per annum 

by increasing 15°C output temperature, through ETC 

system. 

Similarly,  instead  of  FPC  with  60°C  output  

temperature,  if ETHP-SWHS with 90°C or 95°C output 

temperature is adopted for the silk reeling industries, the 

savings would be Rs.57,143.00 to Rs.61,905.00 per annum. 

The gain will be Rs.28,572.00 to Rs.33,334.00 

per annum when compared. Though the 

investment on ETHP-SWHS is very high, the intervention 

of the boiler and in turn firewood consumption will be 

substantially reduced. And, returns on investment can be 

achieved within a short period. 

 

Conclusions:- 

  Cocoon stifling, cooking, reeling and are possible 

through SWHS. All it require dedication and financial  

provision to the silk firms. With the effect ive use of solar 

water heating system and solar, the silk reeling 

businesspersons can overcome their financial loads apart 

from making the industry ecofriendly. 

Though they are absorbed in adopting the 

solar systems for their units, the businesspersons  express 

that due to huge investment involved in it, State and Central 

governments have to support them by providing the 

subsidies. There are different schemes realized by the 

Central Silk Board, Min istry of Textiles, Govt. of India and 

Department of Sericulture of concerned states, by 

providing 50% to 75% subsidies during IX, X and XI-Plan 

schemes, for the benefit of the silk reelers, dyers, designers 

and weavers. 

So, likewise reeling sector, can adopt either ETC-

SWHS or ETHP-SWHS, so that the intervention of the 

boiler can be limited. 
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